Polar adventure
What is the most important and
attractive thing for tourists? The thing is becoming a pioneer and a path breaker. We
invite you to the virgin place of the planet
that has not been fully investigated and
researched. These are the Sacred Mountains
of Verkhoyansky region that lie above the
polar circle. Every person that comes there
gains great knowledge of many interesting
things like, for example,
underground lakes and caves in
mountains, traces of activity of the missed
civilizations and ancient people, fleeces and
stone writings, meeting with the yeti and a
huge golden eagle, and possibility to find
remains of mammoth in the permafrost
ground.
We open the gates of mystery and virginity
of these wonderful places for you!
SAMPLE OF THE TOUR
ROUTE: medium-comfort, medium-difficulty
LOCATION: Yakutsk, Batagai, Yakutiya Region
SEASON: June- September
GROUP SIZE: 15-20
COMMENTS: For your comfort it is strongly
recommended to take mosquito repellent with you.
Nights in August are dark and cold. We also
recommend you to take warm clothes with you at
the period.

DAY
Day 1

ITINERARY

MEALS

Departure from airport of Yakutsk (flight time 1h. 45m.)
B
Arrival at airport of Batagai. Transfer to Betenkyos village by car (1h. 10 m.).
Visit to the Shaman Tree Hill. Lunch in Betenkyos. Visit to the history museum.
Transfer to Tuostaakh camp by motorboat (60 km; 1h. 40m.). Stop on the
Mammoth Mountain. Arrival at Tuostaakh camp. The Tuostaakh River is also L
known as The Pearl of Verkhoyaniye, and Polar Riviera. All the right bank of
Tuostaakh is considered as protected territories. It is famous for its unique
microclimate where many rare and exotic kinds of plants can grow. The pure
D
water of the river is full of different kinds of fish. Sometimes remains of
mammoth are found here. Accommodation. Dinner. Ritual of the spiritual

clearing. Spare time.
Day 2

Breakfast.
B
Transfer to Ketet (foot of Kihileekh Mountain) by motorboat (20 minutes).
Traditional ritual.
L
Climb of the sacred Kihileekh Mountain (8 km)
Lunch. Sightseeing. Dinner. Overnight stay outdoors in tents.
D
Sacred Kihileekh Mountains (Northern Shambhala, the Earth Promised) - for a
long time the mountains were covered by mystery and taboos among local
residents. In early times only shamans were allowed to enter the territory to ask
for help of supreme forces and get some of their energy. There is belief that the
person who visits these mountains and receives its blessing is charged by fresh
space power, and is cleaned from dirty energy and any kind of illness. The
Kihileekh Mountains have two ways of translation: first - the stone people,
another one - Spirits of Mountains.

Day 3

Breakfast. Sightseeing. Lunch.
Return to Tuostaakh camp.

B

Day 4

Breakfast. Transfer to Chuchunaa Taaha (20 km up the Tuostaakh River).
Rafting. Sightseeing on the Turuk Mountain. Fishing. Lunch.
The mountains beside the river are alike ones in Kihileekh – in the shape of long
pillars and so-called "air stations" – stone hills in the shape of truncated pyramid.
You will admire the unique polar lights. Archives of 30ies recorded stories about
Chuchunaa - the yeti.
Return to Tuostaakh. Dinner. Spare time. Fishing.

L

Return to Betenkyos (motorboat).
Return to Batagai (car). Flight to Yakutsk

B

Day 5

D

L

** Please, note! The dates and duration of the tour may depend on the schedule of flights.
*The program route and duration can be changed considering your wishes.

